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Abstract: Software analytics is to utilize data-driven approaches to enable software practitioners to perform data
exploration and analysis in order to obtain insightful and actionable information for completing various tasks around
software systems, software users, and software development process. In this article, we present how we worked on
the StackMine project, a successful software analytic project that produced an analytic system used by and
transferred to Microsoft product teams. We also discuss the lessons learned from StackMine on applying software
analytics technologies to make practice impact – solving problems that practitioners care about, using domain
knowledge for correct data understanding, building prototypes early to get practitioners’ feedback, taking scalability
and customizability into account, and evaluating analysis results using criteria related to real tasks.
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Various types of data naturally exists in the software development process, including source code, bug reports,
check-in histories, and test cases, etc. Analytics techniques were used on these data sources to help understand
software quality in the last few decades. For example, there has been a plethora of work on predicting software
reliability in terms of the defect count at different levels of software systems [9]. In recent years, examples of
utilizing software artifacts to improve the software development process are software intelligence [8] and analytics
for software development [7], both offering software developers pertinent information to support their decision
making in the software development process.
In the past decade or so, Internet access has become widely available and software services have played
indispensable roles in everyday life. Much richer types of data at much larger scales [10] have started to be available
for better understanding how software and services perform in real-world settings, and how end users use them.
Considering the increasing abundance and importance of data in the software domain, we formed the Software
Analytics group in Microsoft Research in 2009; and we proposed the concept “software analytics” to expand the
previous scope on analyzing software artifacts. As defined in [1,2], software analytics is to utilize data-driven
approaches to enable software practitioners to perform data exploration and analysis in order to obtain insightful and
actionable information for completing various tasks around software systems, software users, and software
development process.
Compared to the huge amount of research conducted in the past years, there have been a small number of reports
[12] [13] on the practice impact that software analytics results have created on software development. There are
different ways to creating practice impact [15][16][17], e.g., software practitioners could conduct software analytics
by themselves; researchers from either the academia or industry could collaborate with software practitioners, either
from software companies or the open source communities, and transfer their analytics technologies into real-world
use; or some analytics technologies developed by researchers could become popular and organically get adopted by
practitioners. No matter which of these different ways is pursued, it still remains a huge challenge today to make
practice impact using software analytics technologies.
Being researchers in an industry research lab, we have worked on a number of research projects [3,4,5,6] of
software analytics with successful technology transfer and with high impact on industrial practices. In this article,
we use the StackMine project [3] as an example to share our lessons learned from these transfers, including (1) the
target problems of software analytics should be what practitioners care about; (2) domain knowledge is important
for correctly understanding the data under analysis; (3) prototypes should be built early in order to start the feedback
loop with practitioners; (4) scalability and customizability are important when putting software analytics techniques
into real use; (5) the results of software analytics need to be evaluated using criteria related to the real tasks that
practitioners carry out. We hope that our lessons learned could help increase the awareness of both researchers and
practitioners on the issues and practices when they try to put software analytics technologies into real use.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section 1, we will introduce the opportunities and challenges of
applying software analytics in practice. In Section 2, we will introduce the journey of the example project,
StackMine, followed by our experiences and lessons learned from working on this project in Section 3. We conclude
the article in Section 4.

1. Opportunities and Challenges
The objective of software analytics is to obtain insightful and actionable information from software artifacts to
help software practitioners accomplish their target tasks around software systems, software users, and software
development process [1,2]. Examples of such tasks are identifying performance problems in thousands of
performance traces, understanding the usage patterns of a given feature in a software product, and selecting the most
relevant test cases to run against a code check-in. Insightful information conveys meaningful and useful
understanding or knowledge towards performing the target task. Typically, it cannot be easily obtained by direct
investigation on the raw data without the aid of analytic technologies. Actionable information is information upon
which software practitioners can come up with concrete solutions (better than existing solutions if any) towards
completing the target task. For example, ranked performance bottlenecks represented by sequences of function calls
narrow down the investigation scope of the underlying performance issues, and they also provide guidance on where
the investigation effort should be spent. Therefore, the ranked performance bottlenecks are both insightful and
actionable.
As shown in Figure 1, software analytics focuses on trinity of software systems, software users, and software
development process, with the ultimate goal to help improve software quality, user experience, and development
productivity. Note that software development process involves software engineers (including software developers),
and analytics on software development process intends to improve development productivity. User experience is
positioned from the end-users’ perspective, whereas software quality focuses on issues such as reliability,
performance, and security. In general, the primary technologies employed by software analytics include large-scale
computing (to handle large-scale datasets), analysis algorithms in machine learning, data mining and pattern
recognition, etc. (to analyze data), and information visualization (to help with data analysis and presenting insights).
The output of software analytics projects is usually in the form of insights from software artifacts, i.e., insightful
and actionable information, or analytic systems. Such analytic systems not only enable software practitioners to
obtain insights from software artifacts by themselves but also help software practitioners complete the target tasks.
The target audience of software analytics are the broad range of software practitioners, including developers, testers,
program managers, software management personnel, designers, usability engineers, service engineers, and support
engineers, etc.
There are great opportunities for software analytics to make practice impact because of the following reasons.
First, the data sources under study in software analytics come from real-world settings. For example, open-source
communities naturally provide a huge data vault of source code, bug history, and check-in information, etc.; and
better yet, the vault is active and evolving, which makes the data sources fresh and live. Second, as illustrated by the
trinity view, software analytics spreads across the areas of system quality, user experience, and development
productivity, indicating a wide scope and huge potential for creating practice impact.
Despite the aforementioned opportunities, there are significant challenges when putting software analytics
technologies into real use. For example, how to ensure the output of the analysis results to be insightful and
actionable? How do we know whether we are using the data to answer the questions that practitioners are concerned
about? How do we evaluate our analysis techniques in real-world settings, etc.? In short, the challenge is how to get
“real” when we want to make “real” impact using “real data”?

Figure 1. Trinity of software analytics

2. Example Software Analytics Project: StackMine
StackMine targets at mining large-scale performance traces generated by operating systems. In this section, we will
first provide an overview of StackMine. Then we will discuss in detail the journey of StackMine starting from how
we identified the research problem all the way to the impact it made on large-scale performance analysis.
2.1. Overview
Performance debugging in the large [3] has recently emerged due to available infrastructure support to collect
execution traces with performance issues from a huge number of users at the deployment sites. One such example
infrastructure support at Microsoft is PerfTrack 1 , which measures system responsiveness to user actions on
operating systems. For example, let’s consider the scenario in which a user clicks a menu item of Windows Explorer
to create a folder. PerfTrack measures how long it takes for the user to receive response from the system upon
clicking. If the response time exceeds a pre-defined threshold, PerfTrack sends execution traces (containing
callstacks collected during the preceding time interval back) to Microsoft for debugging. All such collected traces
could contain more than 1 billion callstacks in total, which are far beyond the affordable investigation effort of
performance analysts.
Performance debugging in the large can be reduced to a software analytic problem: given enormous callstacks
collected at the deployment sites, how can analytic technologies help performance analysts effectively discover
highly impactful performance bugs (e.g., bugs impacting many users with long response delay)? To tackle this
software analytic problem, we developed StackMine [3], a novel approach and an implementation in the form of a
scalable system for postmortem performance debugging. The approach includes a novel costly-pattern mining and
clustering mechanism to reduce investigation effort of performance analysts.
2.2. Identifying the essential research problem
Solving essential problems is one of the key factors to the success of StackMine, and it should be among the most
important guidelines for conducting successful software analytic projects. At the beginning of the StackMine
project, however, we did not get this right.
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Before the StackMine project was started, during one of the meetings with us (i.e., members from the Software
Analytics group of Microsoft Research Asia), a member of a Microsoft product team introduced their existing tools
and state of practice in inspecting a single stream of system-event traces for Windows performance analysis, as well
as the challenges faced by them on inspecting a large number of trace streams. Then we went on the usual research
route of looking into the research literature for existing work to understand the state-of-the-art techniques on OSperformance analysis. We found that OS-performance analysis based on a large set of real-world trace data was an
emerging topic with little published literature. The finding was exciting because of the potential opportunity to
pursue pioneer research. As researchers with machine learning background, we started the project the way we were
familiar with for machine learning problems. Based on our reading of the existing analysis records documented by
the Windows performance team and our discussion with one Windows performance analyst, we quickly decided to
study the high-CPU-consumption symptoms exhibited in the traces. We then formulated the problem detection and
the problem-correlation analysis into a classification problem and a clustering problem (both at the granularity of
trace streams), respectively. We spent a few months along this direction, and we did get promising results from
machine-learning perspectives, e.g., high accuracy for classification, high purity and completeness for clustering.
However, after we presented the promising results to the Windows performance analysts, besides some polite
words such as “interesting” and “good”, we did not see much enthusiasm from the analysts to continue along this
direction. Then from their further feedback, we learned that we were not solving the essential problems that they
cared about for three reasons. First, we missed the most important problem category Wait representing delays due to
synchronization, resource contention, and power state, etc. Second, automatic detection and localization of highCPU-consumption intervals were of little help to solve their real problems. Such tasks of identifying Region-OfInterest (ROI) should be and could be well handled by instrumentation together with reliable domain-specific
heuristics. Third, trace stream was not the right granularity level for similarity modeling and clustering, because it is
too high-level to help the performance analysts locate the root causes.
It was then when we decided to reset the project and focus on identifying the essential problems to solve. We
worked closely with the Windows performance analysts on this; and we worked with them throughout the entire
project lifecycle since then. In the end, we decided to target StackMine at identifying highly impactful programexecution patterns from a large number of trace streams. We selected stack patterns as the pattern representation,
and we formulated the pattern-discovery problem as a mining and clustering problem against millions of stack
traces.
2.3. Understanding the data with domain knowledge
Deep domain knowledge is embedded in the trace streams. There were 400+ different event types that could
appear in a trace stream. It was neither affordable nor necessary for us to study all of them for StackMine. We
consulted the analysts with our basic understanding of the performance analysis problem, and started with 10+ key
event types. After we presented our initial algorithms based on these key event types, the analysts pointed out the
missing ones that could compromise the correctness of the algorithms. We then started to learn those additional key
event types and revised our algorithms accordingly. Overall, it took us more than one week to learn the
corresponding domain knowledge behind these event definitions.
Domain knowledge can often help scope the relevant data for study, especially when the data scale is large.
Given a time interval of a trace stream, we first mined and clustered stack patterns against all the CPU-sampling
events and the thread-context-switch events. The computation was expensive and the result was not satisfactory. To
address the issues, we later designed appropriate ROI-extraction algorithms [3] to properly scope the subsequent
analysis while remarkably reducing the computational cost. We would not have come up with such algorithms
without fully understanding how the data is related to the targeted problem. We gained such understanding from
observing the existing practices of the analysts.
It is always important to remove noise in data. In StackMine, we used coverage of performance bottlenecks to
measure the effectiveness of identified patterns. Higher coverage would indicate lower probability for high-impact
bugs to remain undiscovered. The coverage was defined as the ratio of pattern-affected time periods to the total time
periods of all ROIs. Our first coverage result was extremely low, regardless of how we improved the algorithms to
discover more patterns. Then we found out that a number of abnormally-long-duration trace streams badly impacted

the coverage result. These trace streams were verified to be collected from computers that had experienced long
sleeping, i.e., the trace streams started before a long sleep and ended after the wakeup. We got reasonable coverage
result after filtering out these trace streams.
2.4. Building iterative feedback loop
The research and development of analytics technologies is usually an iterative process, in which getting timely
feedback from the target audience is important. We certainly benefited from the feedback loop we constructed early
on when StackMine started.
The first example is how to define the similarity model for clustering callstack patterns. A callstack pattern is a
subsequence of function calls shared by a set of callstacks. We used callstack patterns to represent performance
issues. Typically, one performance issue may exhibit multiple callstack patterns, which share identical parts of
bottlenecks and vary in minor parts. Therefore, callstack patterns should be clustered in order to better prioritize
performance bottlenecks with aggregated performance metrics. We first used the generic sequence-edit-distance
model for clustering since it was a natural choice. Some of the resulted clusters were huge; and they included many
different performance bottlenecks. Furthermore, some highly impactful performance bottlenecks were not clustered;
and they were distributed across many small clusters. We reviewed the results with the analysts and we quickly
identified the limitation in the similarity model: it could not reflect the true relationships of callstack patterns
without appropriate domain knowledge. Then we started to design the similarity model incorporating the essential
domain knowledge. After a few iterations of experiments and discussion, we obtained an appropriate similarity
model with satisfactory clustering results.
The second example is how we selected the evaluation criteria for StackMine. When we presented the
preliminary results (a ranked list of callstack-pattern clusters) to the analysts, we used purity and completeness
metrics as the evaluation criteria due to common research practice. However, the analysts could not relate to these
metrics; and they cared about the coverage of performance bottlenecks provided by the top pattern clusters. We
learned that their primary interest was to quickly achieve high coverage against a given trace-stream set. High
coverage would indicate that callstack patterns from top clusters could identify and explain most of the performance
bottlenecks captured in the trace-stream set. Based on this feedback, we designed the performance-bottleneckcoverage metric to measure the callstack-pattern clusters [3].
The third example is how we used StackMine to help analysts and continuously improved the algorithms at the
same time. When analyzing a new dataset, the analysts first used StackMine to obtain the most impactful
performance bottlenecks from the top clusters. Then they quickly went through the top clusters to verify the
performance bottlenecks, and noted down their comments or feedback. After using StackMine, they continued their
analysis with their traditional workflow to study the uncovered parts of the trace streams. Leveraging the alreadyanalyzed datasets and the comments and feedback as partial labels, we could improve our existing algorithms. This
way, we as researchers would not be blocked or limited by lacking of labeled data. Meanwhile, the practitioners
could also benefit from the improved solutions. This interactive and iterative model helped StackMine make steady
progress along the way.
2.5. Making impact
StackMine was resulted from the two-year effort of continuous development and improvement. In December
2010, StackMine was first applied in performance-debugging activities at a Microsoft team for performance
analysis. Performance analysts in the team utilized StackMine to analyze hundreds of millions of callstacks; and
they got substantial benefits (90%) in terms of reducing human investigation effort in their analysis as stated in a
statement from the Microsoft team: “We believe that the StackMine tool is highly valuable and much more efficient
for mass trace streams (100+ trace streams) analysis. For 1000 trace streams, we believe the tool saves us 4-6 weeks
of time to create new performance signatures (representations of performance issues), which is quite a significant
productivity boost.”

3. Lessons Learned on Applying Software Analytics
In this section, we summarize the lessons learned from working on StackMine that can help address the
challenges in applying software analytics in practice.
3.1. Identifying essential problems
Various types of data are incredibly rich in the software domain, and the scale of data is significantly large. It is
often not difficult to grab some datasets, apply certain data analysis techniques, and obtain some observations.
However, these observations, even with good evaluation results from the data analysis perspective, may not be
useful for accomplishing the target tasks of practitioners. We made such a mistake at the beginning of StackMine.
Similar to GQM [14], it is important to first identify essential problems for accomplishing the target task in practice,
and then obtain the right data sets suitable to help solve the problems. These essential problems are those solving
which would substantially improve the overall effectiveness of tackling the task, such as improving software quality,
user experience, or practitioner productivity.
As demonstrated by StackMine, one way to identify essential problems is through close collaboration between
researchers and practitioners, interactively and iteratively. Sometimes, practitioners may not be able to articulate the
essential problems since they are emerged in various challenges in their daily work. Researchers would need to work
in an agile way to construct a quick feedback loop in order to identify the essential problems at an early stage. Such
quick feedback loop helps avoid detour or waste of time in the course of a software analytics project.
3.2. Domain semantics should be correctly understood for data preparation
Software artifacts often carry semantics specific to the software domain; therefore, they cannot be simply treated
as generic data such as text and sequences. For example, callstacks are sequences with program execution logic, and
bug reports contain relational data and free text describing software defects, etc. Understanding the semantics of
software artifacts is a prerequisite for analyzing the data later on. StackMine may be an extreme example of this –
there was a deep learning curve for us to understand the performance traces before we could conduct any analysis.
In practice, understanding data is three-fold: data interpretation, data selection, and data filtering. To conduct data
interpretation, researchers need to understand basic definitions of domain-specific terminologies and concepts. To
conduct data selection, researchers need to understand the connections between the data and the problem being
solved. To conduct data filtering, researchers need to understand defects and limitations of existing data to avoid
incorrect inference. We next explain the preceding three aspects in more details.
Data Interpretation. Researchers would need to be equipped with essential domain knowledge about data,
including domain-specific terms, concepts, and principles, etc. Typically, researchers do not have such knowledge at
the beginning of a software analytics project, and they usually ask practitioners for such information. It is common
that such knowledge is scattered among practitioners and rarely documented; and few practitioners know which
portion would be important for solving the problem. Therefore, based on our experience, we would suggest to learn
or transfer the data knowledge using a demand-driven way. It could be driven by either researchers or practitioners
in an interactive and iterative fashion.
Data Selection. Some data might be irrelevant with respect to solving the underlying problem. Researchers often
need to select the appropriate subsets in order to conduct effective and efficient analysis. In addition to the
knowledge about data, the experiences and skills of practitioners are also valuable for researchers to select to scope
the data. Too large a scope might still incur high computational cost and introduce noise in the analysis results;
while too small a scope might miss important information for getting the correct the result.
Data Filtering. Data might contain defects that could lead to incorrect analysis results. Example defects are data
points with abnormal values some of which may indicate untrue situations. Such data defects might be difficult to
detect. Researchers should review and examine the analysis results, and conduct data filtering to eliminate or reduce
the impact of data defects.

3.3. A usable system should be built early to enable the feedback loop between researchers and practitioners
It is an iterative process to create software analytics solutions to solve essential problems in practice. Therefore, it
is much more effective to build a usable system early on in order to start the feedback loop with the software
practitioners. The feedback is often valuable for formulating research problems and researching appropriate analysis
algorithms. In addition, software analytics projects can benefit from early feedback in terms of building trust
between researchers and practitioners, as well as enabling the evaluation of the results in real-world settings.
In particular, software analytic tasks may have different kinds of outcomes. To provide end-to-end solutions, the
outcomes typically include an analysis system, such as the StackMine system, with researchers as solution providers
and practitioners as end users. Such systems should have at least two desirable characteristics: effective and easy-touse. If it is not effective, i.e. it cannot help practitioners solve their problem, it will not be used. If it is difficult to
use, it is unlikely to be adopted.
3.4. Scalability and customization are usually required for analytics solutions
Due to the scale of data in the real-world settings, scalable analytic solutions are often required to solve essential
problems in practice. In fact, scalability may directly impact the underlying analysis algorithms used to solve the
problems. Customization is another common requirement to incorporate domain knowledge due to the variations of
software and services. The effectiveness of solution customization in analytics tasks can be summarized as (1)
filtering noisy and irrelevant data, (2) specifying between data points their intrinsic relationships that cannot be
derived from the data itself, (3) providing empirical and heuristic guidance to make the algorithms robust against
biased data. The procedure of solution customization would be typically conducted in an iterative fashion via close
collaboration between researchers and practitioners.
StackMine demonstrated the importance of scalability and customization. Without the distributed computing
system, we would not have made it possible to handle the scale of callstacks Windows team analyzed. Without
customization, it would not have been possible for the Windows analysts to incorporate their knowledge when using
StackMine.
3.5. Evaluation criteria should be tied with real tasks in practice
Because of the natural connection with practice, software analytics projects should be (at least partly) evaluated
using the real tasks that they are targeted to help with. Common evaluation criteria of data analysis, such as
precision and recall, can be used to measure intermediate results. However, they are often not the only set of
evaluation criteria when real tasks are involved. For example, in StackMine, we used the coverage of detected
performance bottlenecks to evaluate our analysis results, which was directly related to the analysis tasks of Windows
analysts. When conducting evaluation in practice with practitioners involved, researchers need to be aware of and
cautious about the evaluation cost and benefit incurred on practitioners.
In particular, there are two aspects of a typical evaluation of a solution to the target problem: (1) what to evaluate
– the evaluation criteria can be measurement of the effectiveness/efficiency of the solution, or comparison of the
solutions to multiple alternatives; (2) how to evaluate - the evaluation activities to obtain the metric values of the
evaluation criteria. For software analytics tasks, researchers need to select evaluation criteria based on practical
needs, and design evaluation activities with little distraction from practitioners on their normal work.
Practical evaluation criteria are important for measuring the ultimate effectiveness/efficiency of a software
analytics solution, particularly in helping practitioners with their daily work. These practical evaluation criteria
might be quite different from traditional evaluation criteria of classic machine-learning/data-mining tasks. The latter
are typically for measuring the effectiveness of intermediate steps, e.g., accuracy in classification tasks, precision
and recall in information-retrieval tasks, purity and completeness in clustering tasks. In contrast, practical evaluation
criteria are typically designed based on or originated from practitioners' existing practice in their daily work.
Evaluation criteria are typically in the form of a set of metrics calculated by corresponding objective functions.
Based on the objective functions, optimal solutions are devised via optimizing the objective functions and
comparing multiple alternative solutions. Among a set of objective functions, priority may exist, and the highest-

prioritized one should relate to the top interest. In other words, the highest-prioritized evaluation metric should
reflect practitioners' biggest concern.

4. Conclusion
Software analytics is to utilize data-driven approaches to enable software practitioners to perform data
exploration and analysis in order to obtain insightful and actionable information for completing various tasks around
software systems, software users, and software development process. In this article, we have presented how we
worked on the StackMine project, a successful software analytic project that produced an analytic system used by
and transferred to Microsoft product teams. We have also discussed the lessons learned from StackMine on applying
software analytics technologies to make practice impact – solving problems that practitioners care about, using
domain knowledge for correct data understanding, building prototypes early to get practitioners’ feedback, taking
scalability and customizability into account, and evaluating analysis results using criteria related to real tasks.
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